Frozen Summer
by Ian Austin
Ian Austin is being compared to Ian Rankin with his Dan Calder trilogy of crime
novels. Frozen Summer completes this thrilling trilogy!
The Dan Calder series is a trilogy of crime novels featuring
the uniquely talented but also uniquely flawed ex-detective.
His struggles with depression and his haunting past as he
reluctantly travels from England to the other side of the
world and back again, to prevent or solve some of the
darkest crimes imaginable. Causing trouble or falling
headlong into it is more than a habit for Dan Calder.
Frozen Summer is the nickname Calder’s girlfriend Tara
gives to a cold case. Who else but Calder would investigate
an unsolved killing where he’s the only suspect? The time
has come to revisit the scene of his blackest experience so
he can move on once and for all. At stake are relationships
with Tara and their new son Bradley, and possibly his very
liberty. One way or another it ends here.
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A stunning new voice in crime fiction.
Series is set in New Zealand and the UK.
Police procedural content second to none, the author drawing on his years in the force.
Dan Calder, a flawed hero with integrity, drive and commitment to the truth, no matter
the cost.
IAN AUSTIN was born and educated in Southampton, England. Ian worked
with the Hampshire Police, moving through the ranks from officer on the
beat to constable and then detective. He also served as a tactical firearms
officer, covert surveillance operative and became the youngest trainer in
the National Crime Squad. In 2001, having suffered a serious injury while
on the job, Ian decided to move to New Zealand and start a new life. He is
the author of the Dan Calder crime trilogy, The Agency, The Second Grave,
and Frozen Summer.
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